FA FALL/WINTER PLENARY MEETING 2018/2019

BINGHAMTON AND COBLESKILL
BACKGROUND ISSUES FALL AND WINTER

• Gen Education Update: White Sheet
• SUNY ONLINE: Task force and goals
• Sexual Harassment Policy
• Diversity: Prodi-G
• Budget: The Good and the Bad, Some Ugly
• CUNY: A Place to Blog Issues
REPORTS

• Chancellor: What is the Comprehensive?  Endowed Chairs, Online, Individualized Ed. and Diversity
• Provost: Continuing Maintenance of Effort
• Financial Office/Budget: The Budget and What do we do now?
• Faculty Council of Community Colleges:
• Student Assembly
RESOLUTIONS FALL

✓ Resolution on "Gender Neutral" Language SUNY Correspondence
✓ Support for Lactation Stations
✓ Support SUNY Test-Optional System
✓ Reinstatate Grant Fellowship Institution
RESOLUTIONS WINTER

✓ Standardization of Length of Service for Distinguished Professorships

❖ Failed: Creation of SUNY Office of Ombuds Services

✓ DACA Student Scholarship

✓ SUNY and CUNY New Deal